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ABSTRACT
We discuss general multidimensional axion-dilatonic AdS gravity which
may correspond to bosonic sector of Gibbons-Green-Perry (compactied) IIB
supergravity with RR-scalar (axion). Using AdS/CFT correspondence the 4d
conformal anomaly on axion-dilaton-gravitational background is found from
SG side. It is shown that for IIB SG with axion such conformal anomaly
coincides with the one obtained from QFT calculation in N = 4 super Yang-
Mills theory conformally coupled with N = 4 conformal SG. Brief discussion
on possibility to apply these results for gauged SGs is also presented.
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One of the important tests of AdS/CFT correspondence (for an intro-
duction and review, see [1]) is SG side calculation of conformal anomaly also
called Weyl or trace anomaly (for a review, see [2]). This may also help in the
construction of new examples of anomaly in the situation when perturbative
(QFT) calculations are extremely complicated. The method to make such
calculation (from SG side) has been suggested in ref.[3]. This evaluation has
been tested for N = 4 super YM theory in refs.[4, 5, 6, 7, 8] and for 2d su-
perconformal theory [4, 9], mainly on pure gravitational background. Exact
agreement with QFT conformal anomaly has been established in the leading
order of large N expansion. Moreover, it has been found agreement [10, 11]
between AdS/CFT conformal anomaly and perturbative QFT anomaly in
N = 2 SCFT even in the next to leading order term.
In ref.[4] the AdS/CFT correspondence on the level of trace anomaly has
been successfully checked on dilaton-gravitational background. It has been
demonstrated that boundary side is N = 4 super YM theory conformally
coupled withN = 4 conformal SG. However, the important question remains:
May other elds spoil AdS/CFT correspondence? To answer this question
we consider 5d dilaton-axionic AdS gravity. Our action is actually motivated
by bosonic sector of SG model due to Gibbons, Green and Perry[12]which
contains axion. This IIB SG represents the special case of our action. Other
SGs maybe considered as well.
We found SG side conformal anomaly which exactly agrees with pertur-
bative conformal anomaly in N = 4 super YM theory conformally coupled
with N = 4 conformal supergravity. It completes the proof of AdS/CFT
correspondence between two theories [4]. It is imporatant that background
axion and dilaton are kept in the calculation of conformal anomaly.
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Here φ and χ are dilaton and axion (or RR-scalar), respectively, and Md+1 is
the d+1 dimensional manifold whose boundary is the d dimensional manifold
Md and nµ is the unit normal vector to Md. We choose the metric G^µν on
2
Md+1 and the metric g^µν on Md in the following form







idxj , g^ij = ρ
−1gij . (2)
Here l is related with λ2 by 4λ2 = −d(d − 1)/l2. Note that we follow to
method of calculation in ref.[4] where dilatonic gravity has been considered.
We expand φ and χ as power series on ρ:
φ = φ(0) + ρφ(1) + ρ
2φ(2) +   + ρ d2φ(d/2) − ρ d2 ln ρψ +O(ρ d2+1) (3)
χ = χ(0) + ρχ(1) + ρ
2χ(2) +   + ρ d2χ(d/2) − ρ d2 ln ρχ +O(ρ d2+1)
gij = g(0)ij + ρg(1)ij + ρ
2g(2)ij +   + ρ d2 g(d/2)ij − ρ d2 ln ρhij +O(ρ d2+1) .
In the following, we abbreviate the index \(0)" if there is no any confusion
and the action (1) diverges in general since the action contains the innite
volume integration on Md+1. The action is regularized by introducing the





















The subtraction of the terms proportional to the inverse power of  does
not break the invariance under the scale transformation δgµν = 2δσgµν and
δ = 2δσ . When d is even, however, the term proportional to ln  appears.
This term is not invariant under the scale transformation and the subtraction
of the ln  term breaks the invariance. The variation of the ln  term under
the scale transformation is nite when ! 0 and should be canceled by the
variation of the nite term (which does not depend on ) in the action since
the original action (1) is invariant under the scale transformation. Therefore
the ln  term Sln gives the Weyl anomaly T of the action renormalized by the






Note that a bit dierent methods to calculate anomaly have been discussed


























f(X − Y 0)φ(1)φ(1) + (Z −W )χ(1)χ(1)





Z 0φ(1) + Zχ(1)
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Here \ 0 "and \  "express the derivative with respect to φ and χ, respectively.
We can solve the equations of motion given by the variation of Sln with


























gklgij − gikgjl)∂kχ∂lφ. (7)
Here V , K, Q are dened as follows:
V  X − Y 0 , K  Z −W  , Q W 0 + Y  . (8)












































































































































































Here η, ξ are dened as follows:
η  K 0 +Q = Z 0 + Y  , ξ  V  +Q0 = X +W 00 . (14)





































































































































































































































































































































































(∂Xµ  ∂Xν)  gij∂iXµ∂jXν (19)




hµτ (hντ,ρ + hρτ,ν − hνρ,τ ) . (20)




























































































4Xµ + Γµρσ (∂Xρ  ∂Xσ)
} {









, (c is an arbitrary constant), X2 = 0 (23)
the previous result in [4] for dilatonic gravity can be reproduced.
If we choose the action as motivated by the bosonic sector of type IIB


















the functions X(φ, χ), Y (φ, χ), Z(φ, χ), W (φ, χ) become
X(φ, χ) = +
1
2
, Z(φ, χ) =
1
2
e2φ , Y (φ, χ) = W (φ, χ) = 0 . (25)

































































The Weyl anomaly coming from the multiplets of N = 4 supersymmetric
U(N) or SU(N) Yang-Mills conformally coupled with N = 4 conformal
supergravity was calculated in [13]:6
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Here Fij is the eld strength of SU(4) gauge elds, ϕ is a complex scalar
eld which is a combination of dilaton and RR scalar and \  " expresses
the terms containing other elds in N = 4 conformal supergravity multiplet
and higher powers of the elds. It is also interesting that above conformal







, ϕ = φ+ eφχ , ϕ = −φ + eφχ (28)
and consider the background where only gravity and the scalar eld ϕ in
the N = 4 conformal supergravity multiplet are non-trivial and other elds
vanish in (27), Eq.(26) exactly reproduces the result in (27).
Thus, we got axion-dilatonic Weyl anomaly from SG side. It is remarkable
that it coincides with perturbative result even in presence of axion, not only
in dilaton-gravitational background.
It is not dicult to get the corresponding result in other dimensions (we
discussed only d4 case). It would be of interest also to extend our results for
gauged SGs. To do this one should add the axion-dilatonic (or in minimal
case, only dilatonic) potential to initial action. This may help in construction
of new versions of multidimensional gauged SGs. In its own turn, the analysis
like above may also be useful in the extending of AdS/CFT correspondence
to gauged SGs.
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